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Abstract

The paper argues that morphological disambiguation is a crucial step for assignment of depen-
dency structures. Quantitative evaluation on a German corpus shows that morphological disam-
biguation of NPs together with syntactic heuristics yields unique morphological analyses for the
assignment of dependency relations to German NPs in 77.08% of all cases.

1 Introduction

The research reported here is part of a larger project on the development of a robust parsing scheme
GRIP (GeRman Incremental Parsing) that uses the Xerox Incremental Deep Parsing System (XIP) [2]
and provides syntactic annotation in an incremental fashion: after textual input is tokenized, morpho-
logically analyzed and disambiguated, syntactic annotation is added in two distinct stages of process-
ing. First, a chunk parser provides a partial constituent analysis. In a second stage, the chunked input
is further annotated by dependency links that reflect the function-argument structure for each chunked
clause. This latter stage of processing is inspired by ideas originating in frameworks of dependency
grammar which express grammatical relations as independent notions, rather than as a secondary con-
cept derivable from constituent structure only.1

The current paper addresses one specific subtask in the overall GRIP parsing scheme: morphological
disambiguation. We will demonstrate that morphological disambiguation is a crucial step in narrowing
down the search space for the correct assignment of dependency structures, particularly for languages
with rich inflectional morphology. Furthermore, we will describe in detail the customized disambigua-
tion rules of XIP that provide the necessary computational tools to efficiently carry out morphological
disambiguation.

The importance of morphological disambiguation has been recognized by a number of researchers,
in particular to improve the accuracy of morphological analysis [5] and of part-of-speech tagging [6],
[7]. We will compare our approach to this previous body of research in detail in section 4.

�This paper is an expended version of [1]. It provides a more in-depth discussion of related approaches and an appendix
that illustrates the use of syntactic heuristics.

1For recent applications of dependency grammars to syntactic annotation and parsing see, among others, [3] and [4].
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2 Incremental Syntactic Annotation

Due to its incremental nature, GRIP crucially relies on the accuracy of annotation at previous levels.
Chunking will depend on the accuracy of part-of-speech disambiguation, while dependency parsing
relies crucially on the structure of the pre-chunked input and on the morphological properties of indi-
vidual chunks. For example, in order to determine the subject of a clause, case and number information
associated with the NP chunks that occur in the clause is of primary importance. For languages with
rich inflectional morphology, it can often be difficult to determine such case and number information
uniquely since one and the same word form may be associated with more than one combination of
case, number and gender values. Consider the German sentence in (1):

(1) Die
the

Politiker
politicians

gaben
gave

verdienten
worthy

Beamten
civil servants

und
and

Lohnempfängern
wage recipients

ein
a

höheres
higher

Gehalt.
salary

‘The politicians gave worthy civil servants and wage recipients a higher salary.’

The only morphologically unambiguous noun phrase in (1) is the NPLohnempfängernwith the unique
analysisNoun+Masc+Pl+Dat. As shown in (2)–(4), the lexical nodes for all other NPs in the
sentence are morphologically many times ambiguous. The analyses are provided by the morphological
analyzer for German developed by the Xerox Research Centre Europe (XRCE).2

(2) Die Pron+Dem+FMN+Pl+NomAcc
Die Pron+Dem+Fem+Sg+NomAcc
Die Pron+Rel+FMN+Pl+NomAcc
Die Pron+Rel+Fem+Sg+NomAcc
Die Det+Def+Fem+Sg+NomAcc+St
Die Det+Def+FMN+Pl+NomAcc+St

Politiker Noun+Masc+Sg+NomAccDat
Politiker Noun+Masc+Pl+NomAccGen

For example, the nounPolitiker has a unique value only for gender (Masc). Number and case values
are not unique and co-vary.3 The preceding tokendie exhibits a three-way word class ambiguity
between a determiner reading (Det), a demonstrative pronoun reading, and a relative pronoun reading.
The latter two will in all likelihood be eliminated by a reliable part-of-speech tagger. However, even
for the remaining determiner reading there are several distinct readings:die, taken in isolation, can
be (i) nominative or accusative, singular, feminine, or (ii) nominative or accusative plural for any
gender.4 However, in the context of the following nounPolitiker, only the latter reading is valid since
it matches the gender specification of the noun. In the other direction, the determiner also helps to
partially disambiguate the contextually valid readings of the noun by retaining as possible values of
case nominative and accusative. The discussion of this first example shows the nature of this kind of
contextual morphological disambiguation: lexical nodes within the same NP mutually constrain each
other as to the set of possible readings.

While example (2) requires identity of case, number and gender values between determiner and noun,
other combinations of lexical categories require distinct values for certain morphological features.5 In

2An on-line demo version of the XRCE morphological analyzer is available at
www.xrce.xerox.com/competencies/content-analysis/demos/german.de.html.

3The morphological tagNomAccGen stands fornominative, accusativeor genitive.
4The morphological tagFMN stands for any gender.
5Even for determiners and nouns, identity of case, number and gender values is sometimes too strong a constraint. If the

determiner is realized by a relative pronoun as indessen Mutter(’whose mother’), a mismatch in case values needs to be
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German, word forms for adjectives and determiners can be classified as belonging to either weak or
strong declension classes.6 For example, all forms of the definite determinerder belong to the strong
declension class, while the paradigm of the indefinite determinerein is split between weak and strong
forms. In addition, some nouns, in particular those derived from adjectives likeBeamter, also exhibit
a distinction between weak and strong forms.

If determiners co-occur with adjectives and nouns in the same NP, adjective and noun agree in declen-
sion class, whereas the declension value of the determiner is the opposite. The NPein ḧoheres Gehalt
and the set of candidate analyses in (3) demonstrate this. The only contextually valid reading is the
sequenceDet+Indef+Neut+Sg+NomAcc+Wk, Adj+Neut+Sg+NomAcc+St, Noun+Neut+
+Sg+NomAcc.

(3) ein Det+Indef+Masc+Sg+Nom+Wk
ein Det+Indef+Neut+Sg+NomAcc+Wk

höheres Adj+Neut+Sg+NomAcc+St

Gehalt Noun+Neut+Sg+NomAccDat
Gehalt Noun+Masc+Sg+NomAccDat

The morphological analysis for the NP in (4) exemplifies agreement of declension values between
adjective and noun. In this case the set of contextually valid readings is still quite large since all adjec-
tival readings that are compatible with the gender specification of the noun will be retained. However,
further pruning of contextually valid readings is possible. If noun phrases do not include an overt
determiner, as in (4), then only strong forms are grammatical, and all weak forms can be eliminated.
Furthermore, in example sentence (1), the NP in (4) is coordinated with the NPLohnempf̈angern,
which is unambiguouslyNoun+Masc+Pl+Dat. Since conjoined NPs have to agree in case, the
noun in (4) also has to beDat. Thus, the only contextually valid reading for the NP in (4) is the
sequence of morphological tagsAdj+Masc+Pl+Dat+St, Noun+Masc+Pl+Dat+St.7

(4) verdienten Adj+Fem+Sg+DatGen+Wk
verdienten Adj+Masc+Sg+AccGen+StWk
verdienten Adj+Masc+Sg+Dat+Wk
verdienten Adj+Neut+Sg+Gen+StWk
verdienten Adj+Neut+Sg+Dat+Wk
verdienten Adj+FMN+Pl+NomAccDatGen+Wk
verdienten Adj+FMN+Pl+Dat+St

Beamten Noun+Masc+Sg+AccGen+StWk
Beamten Noun+Masc+Sg+Dat+Wk
Beamten Noun+Masc+Pl+NomAccDatGen+Wk
Beamten Noun+Masc+Pl+Dat+St

3 Guiding Dependency Parsing by Morphological Disambiguation

The preceding discussion was designed to provide an overview of some of the empirical issues in-
volved in morphological disambiguation for a morphologically rich language like German. The

allowed.
6For a comprehensive study of the distributional properties of weak and strong forms in German NPs see [8].
7The morphological tagFMN, which stands for any gender, is disambiguated for the adjective asMasc due to the gender

specification on the noun.
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present section will demonstrate the utility of morphological disambiguation for further incremental
syntactic annotation.

Consider once again our example sentence in (1). The ultimate goal for syntactic annotation with the
XIP System is to assign a dependency structure to the input sentence. As an intermediate stage, the
input is chunked into major constituents. This chunked structure then serves as input to the dependency
analysis.

The intended dependency structure output based on the chunked structure is shown in (5).8

(5) �VF �NP#1 Die Politiker�� �LK#2 gaben� �MF �NP#3 verdienten Beamten� und �NP#4
Lohnempfängern� �NP#5 ein h¨oheres Gehalt��.

SUBJ(#2,#1), OBJdir(#2,#5), OBJindir(#2,#3), OBJindir(#2,#4)

In GRIP, the dependency analysis is constructed with the aid of lexical resources such as CELEX and
IMS-LEX which provide subcategorization information for German verbs. A simplified entry of the
information that CELEX provides for the lemmagebenis shown in (6).

(6) geben +VERB+AuxH+Acc Comp+DatComp+CompSubj

The key to identifying the correct dependency links is to try to match the case specifications inherent
in the chunk analysis with the subcategorization information provided by the lexical entry of the main
verb. Here is where morphological disambiguation plays a crucial role. In the previous section, we dis-
cussed how co-occurring lexical nodes mutually constrain the set of contextually valid morphological
interpretations. For the four NPs in sentence (1), the set of analyses shown in (7) will be retained.

The remaining ambiguities concern the case values of the NPsverdienten Beamten, die Politikerand
ein ḧoheres Gehalt. As discussed before,verdienten Beamtenis coordinated with the NPLohnempfän-
gern; thus, the former is unambiguouslyNoun+Masc+Pl+Dat. The NPsdie Politiker and ein
höheres Gehaltcan be either nominative or accusative case. Thus, in principle, both NPs can serve
as either the subject or direct object of the finite verb. However, this ambiguity can be resolved due
to subject-verb agreement. Since the finite verb is plural, only the plural NPdie Politiker can be the
subject, and the NPein ḧoheres Gehaltshould be the direct object.

(7) Die Det+Def+Masc+Pl+NomAcc+St
Politiker Noun+Masc+Pl+NomAcc

verdienten Adj+Masc+Pl+Dat+St, Adj+Masc+Sg+AccGen+St
Beamten Noun+Masc+Pl+Dat+St, Noun+Masc+Sg+AccGen+St

Lohnempfängern Noun+Masc+Pl+Dat

ein Det+Indef+Neut+Sg+NomAcc+Wk
höheres Adj+Neut+Sg+NomAcc+St
Gehalt Noun+Neut+Sg+NomAcc

8Apart from NP chunking, the structure in (5) labels the topological fields of the clause. Such a topological field analysis
is useful for identifying the overall structure of the clause (see [9] for details).

The node structure in (5) is grossly oversimplified: it leaves out morphological information percolated up from the
daughter nodes. How such morphological information is percolated to the phrasal nodes will be explained in detail in
section 5.
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What this example has shown is that morphological disambiguation in conjunction with other morpho-
syntactic constraints such as subject-verb agreement can effectively reduce the number of candidate
readings and uniquely determine the dependency structure to be assigned. In the remainder of the
paper we will discuss how the XIP System provides the necessary computational environment to
efficiently carrying out morphological disambiguation.

4 Implementing Morphological Disambiguation

XIP provides two types of disambiguation rules: ordinary disambiguation rules (ODRs), which can
eliminate readings for a single lexical node on the basis of left and/or right contexts of the token, and
double reduction rules (DRRs), which simultaneously reduce readings of sequences of tokens. The
entire rule set is organized by levels, which determines the order of application. Each level may consist
of one or more rules of one kind.9 However, it is not required that all ODRs precede all DRRs, or vice
versa.

The general format for ODRs is shown in (8).

(8) readingsfilter = �left context� selectedreadings �right context�.

The left side of the rule specifies to which readings of lexical nodes the disambiguation rule should
apply. As the name suggests, the fieldselected readingswill specify a proper subset of the readings
that are specified in the fieldreadings filter. The optional left and right context specifications constrain
the environments under which the rule will apply. The effect of such a disambiguation rule can best
be demonstrated by an example:10

(9) det, pron = det�adj*, noun�.

The rule in (9) applies to lexical tokens which have determiner and pronoun readings and retains only
the determiner reading if the token is followed by any, including zero, number of adjectives and a
noun.

While ODRs reduce the contextually valid readings for a single lexical node, DRRs simultaneously
reduce readings of sequences of tokens. The latter type of rules is therefore used for simplifying the
candidate morphological analyses of lexical nodes that make up phrasal categories.

The general format for DRRs is shown in (10).

(10) �nodesequence� � booleanconstraints.

(11) instantiates the DRR schema to the disambiguation rule needed for German to eliminate all read-
ings of adjectives and nouns that do not match. The pattern matching algorithm of the XIP System will
ensure non-deterministic application of the rule to each adjective that precedes a noun in a left-to-right
fashion.

(11) �adj*, adj#1, adj*, noun#2� � (#1[agr] �� #2[agr]).
9If at a given level, more than one rule is applicable to a lexical node, the rule specified first in the rule file takes

precedence.
10Compared to the actual rules used in the GRIP rule set, all ODRs and DRRs stated in this section have been simplified

for expository purposes. The actual rules contain much more fine-grained context patterns that take into account what
optional elements may intervene between the actual nodes that are being compared.
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The condition on the right-hand side of the rule (with the identity operator��) enforces strict identity of
agreement features between adjective and noun, with agreement consisting of the gender, number and
case features for each node. Therefore, the rule has the effect of eliminating all readings of adjective
and noun sequences with conflicting agreement features. However, if the nodes in question have no
common readings to start with, then no readings are eliminated.

The rule in (12) accounts for the distinct declension class values required for contextually valid pat-
terns of determiners and adjectives that we discussed in detail in section 2 above.

(12) �det#1, adj*, adj#2, adj*, noun� � (#1[agr] �� #2[agr]) & (#1[decl]�: #2[decl]).

If there is no determiner in front of a sequence of an adjective and a noun, then all weak readings of
the adjective and the noun should be eliminated. This is handled by rule (13):

(13) �?[det��], adj*, adj#1, adj*, noun#2� � (#1[agr] �� #2[agr]) & (#1[decl� St]) & (#2[decl� St]).

Rules (12) and (13) illustrate another feature of the expressivity of DRRs in XIP: the constraint on the
right-hand side of the DRR may contain any combination of Boolean operators (disjunction, conjunc-
tion and negation of features) that can be expressed in the system. To force distinctness of declension
values the negated equality operator�: is used.

The full expressivity of DRRs makes it possible to state conditions on contextually valid morpholog-
ical readings as succinctly as possible. This is one of the main advantages of the present approach
over previous frameworks for morphological disambiguation.11 While the framework of constraint
grammar used by A. Voutilainen [7] permits Boolean constraints, it lacks an equality operator and
the use of variables over features on adjacent nodes. This, in turn, means that constraints cannot be
generalized, but have to be stated in a case by case fashion. While this may be tolerable for languages
like English, it will lead to an explosion of rules for languages like German with richer morphological
paradigms.

J. Hajič [6] and K. Oflazer [5] do not consider agreement phenomena of the sort treated here. There-
fore, it is difficult to tell whether the syntax of their disambiguation rules is rich enough to accommo-
date the same level of generality provided by the XIP DRRs.

Another important feature of XIP is that ODRs and DRRs can be freely mixed. In fact, mixing of the
two rule types is often necessary. For example, as a result of an earlier application of DRRs, clauses
often contain only one head noun that can be nominative. The other cases for this one noun can then
be eliminated by an ODR. This reduction of readings on the head noun can, in turn, lead to a further
reduction of the other lexical nodes (e.g. preceding determiners and adjectives) that belong to the same
noun phrase.

5 Percolation of Morphological Features and Putting it all Together

As mentioned above, the dependency analysis takes as input the output of the chunk parser and tries to
link nodes of the chunked tree by dependency relations. For example, chunked NPs are linked to the
finite verb via grammatical relations such assubject, direct objectand indirect object, depending on
the morphological features present on the NP nodes. This section will explain how the contextually

11V. Petkevič [10] seems to envisage rules similar to the ones used in XIP. However, he does not provide any formal
specification or semantics for disambiguation rules, which makes a precise comparison difficult.
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valid morphological analyses for the lexical nodes that make up an NP can be percolated up to the NP
node during chunking.

The chunker uses non-recursive rewrite rules to combine the lexical nodes that make up an NP, after
these nodes have been disambiguated by the use of ODRs and DRRs. The desired percolation of
morphological features onto the mother node is carried out by side conditions on the rewrite rules that
are specified by Boolean constraints analogous to those shown in the previous section for DRRs.

The resulting interaction between ODRs, DRRs and chunking rules can best be illustrated by the
chunk analysis for one of the NPs of our original example (1). Fig. 4 shows the input to morphological
disambiguation for the NPverdienten Beamten, with 25 candidate readings for the adjective and 10 for
the noun. The relevant DRR (13) eliminates non-shared readings and all weak readings for adjective
and noun. Furthermore, the syntactic heuristic for conjoined NPs eliminates the non-dative readings
for adjective and noun. As a result, the output of morphological disambiguation will retain only
one analysis for each lexical node:Adj+Masc+Pl+Dat+St andNoun+Masc+Pl+Dat+St. The
chunker then combines adjective and noun into an NP and percolates the agreement features of the
remaining contextually valid reading onto this NP node.

Since XIP allows the inclusion of features on non-terminal nodes for chunking rules, readers might
wonder why narrowing down contextually valid readings has to be done prior to chunking by the
special-purpose mechanism of DRRs and could not, instead, be done during chunking by appropriate
Boolean constraints on chunking rules. However, the latter is beyond the functionality of chunking
rules, which do not allow to eliminate readings when forming chunks on the basis of feature values.
Notice also that most chunk parsers do not allow the introduction of features on non-terminals and
require, instead, that all non-terminals are atomic symbols. For such chunk parsers, the only option
would be to create distinct non-terminal symbols for each combination of agreement values, resulting
in a proliferation of phrasal and lexical categories and accompanying rule sets. The functionality of
DRRs for such chunk parsers would therefore be at least as desirable as for XIP in order to reduce the
processing load of chunk parsing.

6 Quantitative Evaluation

At present, GRIP contains a total of 106 DRRs which aim at morphological disambiguation of German
noun phrases. Coverage of the rules includes prenominal agreement (with determiners, adjectives, car-
dinals, measure phrases, participial premodifiers, etc.), head-pronoun agreement for relative clauses,
case agreement with prepositions, subject-verb agreement, agreement in complex proper names and
titles, as well as simple nominal coordinations. The main reason for concentrating on noun phrase
disambiguation is that it is the most crucial source of ambiguity for the subsequent assignment of
dependency structure.

GRIP’s morphological disambiguation component was evaluated on a corpus of 5732 tokens extracted
from thetaz newspaper corpus [11]. This test corpus contains a total of 1571 noun phrases. The cor-
pus was automatically annotated by the XRCE morphological analyzer for German and then manually
corrected so as to provide a gold standard for the present evaluation. The corpus has an average num-
ber of 3.68 distinct readings per token. 45.18% of all tokens are morphologically unambiguous. For
lexical nodes that are contained in noun phrases, the average number of distinct readings is signifi-
cantly higher: 6.08 per token; and only 13.00% of the nodes have a unique analysis. The fact that NPs
exhibit a much higher than average degree of ambiguity further attests to the priority that has to be
given to morphological disambiguation of NPs.
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6.1 Morphological Disambiguation

DRRs apply to noun phrases with two or more lexical nodes. For this class of noun phrases, application
of all DRRs results in an average of 1.55 contextually valid readings for the nominal head of the NP
(compared to an average of 5.51 readings in the input). This corresponds to a 71.87% reduction of
readings. Fig. 1 shows the distribution of the number of disambiguated readings for noun phrases with
two or more lexical nodes.

percentage
1 reading 58.65%
2 readings 34.31%
� 3 readings 7.04%

Figure 1: Results of DRR Application

Thus, in 92.96% of all cases, at most two readings are retained, with more than half of all noun
phrases uniquely disambiguated. However, for reliable assignment of dependency relations, a remain-
ing ambiguity rate of more than 40% is not acceptable. Thus, further morphological disambiguation
is necessary.

6.2 Adding Syntactic Heuristics

For the NPs that retain more than one valid analysis after DRR application, the syntactic environment
in which they occur in the corpus can help to further disambiguate them. Notice also that DRRs will
only apply to noun phrases consisting of more than one lexical node that exhibits inflectional mor-
phology. DRRs will therefore not apply to single-element NPs such as relative or personal pronouns.
In order to disambiguate such single-element NPs and to further disambiguate complex NPs, GRIP
employs syntactic heuristics stated in the form of ODRs. One of the most effective syntactic heuristics
that GRIP employs is to retain only the nominative case reading for an NP if that NP is the only can-
didate for being the subject (i.e. it is the only NP in a finite clause or the only NP with a nominative
reading). In general, the form and contents of these rules is quite heterogeneous, and due to their
heuristic nature, the rules may overapply in some cases. Manual inspection of the GRIP output of the

Description of Syntactic Heuristic Case value Percentage

The NP is the only one in a finite clause (then it is the single candidate Nom 16.57%
for subject).

A noun with featureCity or Country is preceded by a prepositionin. Dat 4.07%
Eliminate Nom reading on ambiguous NPs if there is a non-ambiguous� Nom 3.66%

Nom NP in a clause (with no coordination or comparison).
The NP is an argument of a copula verb. Nom 3.26%
A nominative reading does not agree with a finite verb in number. � Nom 2.16%
The NP is preceded neither by a preposition nor by another NP. � Gen 1.62%
The NP is a non-initial NP in a Vorfeld position in V2 clause. Gen 1.21%
The NP is a complement of azu-infinitive. � Nom 1.09%

Figure 2: Syntactic Heuristics
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test corpus revealed a total of 13 mistakes where lexical nodes contained in an NP did not retain the
correct analysis. In all cases, these mistakes were due to the application of heuristic rules.

Fig. 2 provides an overview of some of the more effective heuristics currently implemented in GRIP.
For each heuristic, Fig. 2 shows which case value is retained or eliminated. The numbers in Fig. 2 indi-
cate the approximate percentage of ambiguous NPs that received a unique reading after the application
of the heuristic. A more detailed description of these heuristics is given in the appendix.

count of NPs percentage
1 reading 1211 77.08%
2 readings 226 14.39%
� 3 readings 134 8.53%

Figure 3: Disambiguation after Application of DRRs and of Syntactic Heuristics for all NPs

Fig. 3 summarizes the results after application of all DRRs and of the full set of syntactic heuristics to
all NPs.12 Fig. 3 shows that in three out of four noun phrases, a unique reading can serve as input to
the dependency parsing module of GRIP.13

Fig. 3 shows the distribution rates for all NPs. If one considers only NPs that contain more than one
lexical node, then the disambiguation rate is even higher, as shown in Fig. 4. For this class of NPs
more than eight out of ten NPs are uniquely disambiguated, and less than one percent retain more than
two readings.

percentage
1 reading 82.33%
2 readings 17.18%
� 3 readings 0.49%

Figure 4: Disambiguation after Application of DRRs and of Syntactic Heuristics for non-single-
element NPs

Single-element NPs such as pronouns and proper names exhibit less inflectional variation than other
nominal elements. Therefore, they are inherently ambiguous. DRRs, which compare two lexical
nodes, do not apply to them. Since DRRs yield a much higher reduction in ambiguity rate compared
to syntactic heuristics, it should therefore come as no surprise that single-element NPs remain am-
biguous to a much higher degree. What this seems to show is that morphological disambiguation is
not sufficient for disambiguation of single-element NPs. At this point we can only speculate on what
techniques can be used. One promising strategy, at least for German, is to take into account the well-
known ordering constraints among pronouns in the so-calledWackernagel positionat the left edge of
the Mittelfeld [12].14 Other factors to consider are the thematic structure of the main verb and robust
methods for anaphora resolution. However, it should be clear that such techniques go well beyond the

12Since gender ambiguities never play a role in the determination of dependency relations, we disregard gender ambigui-
ties in determining what counts as a unique reading.

13Currently, GRIP makes no attempt to disambiguate lexical nodes that do not belong to NPs. However, as a side effect of
the application of syntactic heuristics to NPs, other lexical nodes (e.g. prepositions and verbs) are disambiguated in at least
some cases. At present, 85.83% of all lexical nodes receive a unique analysis.

14For example, if two pronouns occur in the Wackernagel position, as indass sie sie sieht.(’that she sees her’), then
the nominative pronoun has to precede the accusative pronoun. Thus, even though both occurrences ofsieare ambiguous
between nominative and accusative case, the syntactic context can disambiguate their case specifications.
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realm of morpho-syntax and therefore have to be left to future research.

7 Morphological Disambiguation and Part of Speech Tagging

The GRIP approach treats morphological disambiguation as a special-purpose analysis step that is
distinct from part-of-speech tagging and shallow parsing. The obvious alternative to this approach is
to incorporate morphological disambiguation into part-of-speech tagging. This means that morpho-
logical information has to be introduced into the tagset for part-of-speech labeling, resulting in a much
larger tagset than GRIP currently uses. At present, GRIP employs the STTS tagset with 82 distinct
labels for part-of-speech tagging. If we enriched the tagset with inflectional features for case, num-
ber, gender, declension type, mood, and person, the resulting tagset would contain more than 1200
distinct tags. While even larger tagsets have been proposed for morphologically rich languages like
Czech, the trade-off between tagger accuracy, the size of the tagset, and the size of the training corpus
to overcome potential data sparseness problems has been much discussed and is still largely an open
research question. The most promising approach to deal with these issues has been suggested by Dan
Tufiş and his collaborators ([13], [14]), who have advocated the methodology of Tiered Tagging with
Combined Language Models (TT-CLAM). Central to the TT-CLAM approach is an algorithm for au-
tomatically reducing large tagsets into a hidden tagset that is used for training the language model
for part-of-speech tagging proper and that is manageable in size for current tagging technology. This
hidden tagset is designed in such a way that the full tagset can be recovered almost deterministically
on the basis of lexical information associated with a given token. The words that become ambiguous
after mapping reduced tags back to the full tagset (less than 10% in the experiments of Tufis¸) are
further disambiguated by a small set of contextual rules. TT-CLAM has been successfully applied to
a number of languages, including Romanian and Hungarian. For Romanian Tufis¸ reports a tagging
accuracy of between 97% and 99% and a mapping accuracy of almost 99% when the hidden tagset is
mapped back to the full tagset ([13]).

It is important to note that Tufis¸ reports a much lower ambiguity rate for Romanian – appr. 1.7 readings
per token – compared to appr. 6.5 readings per token prior to part-of-speech-tagging and morpholog-
ical disambiguation for the German test corpus that we used for evaluation. Moreover, compared to
German, case syncretism in Romanian seems to follow much more systematic patterns across nominal
paradigms and therefore lends itself to a straightforward reduction of the full tagset. The same is true
for Hungarian: the ambiguity rate is even lower than for Romanian – appr. 1.3 readings per token –
and case values are easily recoverable from lexical information, as collapsing of 21 original cases to
3 case distinctions (nominative, accusative and other) has shown ( [14]). For German, such a compact
merging of cases does not seem possible. Since case syncretism varies from paradigm to paradigm
so that only a set of subregularities can be induced, which does not conform to the requirements of
the TT-CLAM compaction algorithm as it is currently formulated. It therefore remains to be seen
whether tiered tagging can be applied successfully to German. It will be highly instructive to compare
the rule-based GRIP approach to morphological disambiguation presented in this paper to the TT-
CLAM method which relies on supervised learning techniques and on statistical models characteristic
of current part-of-speech tagging technology. However, we will have to leave this matter to future
research.
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8 Conclusion

Morphological disambiguation constitutes a crucial step in narrowing down the search space for the
correct assignment of dependency structures. A quantitative evaluation on a German test corpus has
shown that application of XIP disambiguation rules yields unique morphological analyses as input for
assigning dependency relations in 77.08% of all cases. For those NPs that still have multiple readings,
the lexical resources (CELEX and IMS-LEX), which are used by the dependency parsing module of
GRIP and which give subcategorization information for German verbs, can provide further constraints
for disambiguation. A quantitative analysis of such disambiguation at the level of dependency parsing
itself will be the subject of future research.
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Appendix

This appendix describes in more detail the syntactic heuristics introduced in section 6.2.

1. The NP is the only one in a finite clause

The heuristic will apply in two cases: either if a given NP is the only one in a finite clause, as in (14),
or if a given NP is the only one that has a nominative reading in a finite clause, as in (15).

(14) Oder
or

ist
is

Bremerhaven
Bremerhaven

nicht
not

günstiger?
more cost-efficient

‘Or is Bremerhaven not more cost-efficient?’

(15) Für
for

ein
a

”barrierefreies
barrier-free

Bremen”
Bremen

gingen
went

deshalb
therefore

gestern
yesterday

mehrere
several

hundert
hundred

behinderte
handicapped

Menschen
people

auf
into

die
the

Straße.
street

‘Therefore, several hundred handicapped people took to the street for a barrier-free Bremen
yesterday.’

In (14), the only nounBremerhavenwill keep only one reading out of three candidates, shown in (16),
after application of the heuristic. In example (15), the nominative readings for the nounsBremenand
Straßewill be ruled out by prior application of a double reduction rule which requires identity of case
values between a noun and a preceding preposition. So only the nounMenschencan be the subject in
this sentence. The heuristic deletes five readings out of the seven candidates in (17).
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(16) Bremerhaven +Noun+City+Sg+Neut+Dat+NOUN
Bremerhaven +Noun+City+Sg+Neut+Akk+NOUN
Bremerhaven +Noun+City+Sg+Neut+Nom+NOUN

(17) Menschen +Noun+Common+Sg+Masc+Gen+NOUN
Menschen +Noun+Common+Sg+Masc+Dat+NOUN
Menschen +Noun+Common+Sg+Masc+Akk+NOUN
Menschen +Noun+Common+Pl+Masc+Nom+NOUN
Menschen +Noun+Common+Pl+Masc+Gen+NOUN
Menschen +Noun+Common+Pl+Masc+Dat+NOUN
Menschen +Noun+Common+Pl+Masc+Akk+NOUN

The heuristic is stated in a number of ODRs. The rules check whether there are any nominative
lexemes in the right and left contexts (up to the clause boundaries) of the noun to which they apply
and, if no nominative lexemes were found, delete all non-nominative readings of the noun. Possible
modifiers of the noun (both pre- and post-) are not considered as competing for the subject position.

For reasons explained in section 4 above, the rules have to be applied repeatedly: successive elimi-
nation of nominative readings for one or more NPs by other heuristics can make the present heuristic
applicable more than once until no further disambiguation is possible.

2. A noun with feature City or Country is preceded by a preposition in

(18) Behinderte
handicapped

Menschen
people

veranstalteten
organized

Protesttag
day of protest

in
in

Bremen.
Bremen

‘Handicapped people organized a day of protest in Bremen.’

As shown in (19), both the prepositionin and the nounBremenare ambiguous in case. The nominative
reading of the noun will be eliminated in this context, since a noun preceded by a preposition cannot
be nominative. The remaining ambiguity can be resolved due to the fact that the prepositionin takes a
dative complement if it refers to a city or country.15

(19) in +Adpos+Prep+Akk+PREP
in +Adpos+Prep+Dat+PREP

Bremen +Noun+City+Sg+Neut+Dat+NOUN
Bremen +Noun+City+Sg+Neut+Akk+NOUN
Bremen +Noun+City+Sg+Neut+Nom+NOUN

3. Eliminate nominative readings on ambiguous NPs if there is a non-ambiguous
nominative NP in a clause

(20) Es
it

ist
is

wichtig,
important

daß
that

wir
we

Candan
Candan

Ercettin
Ercettin

gut
good

finden.
find

‘It is important that we like Candan Ercettin.’
15In general, the prepositionin requires either dative or accusative case. Ifin takes an accusative NP, thenin has the

directional meaning ofinto. With dative casein has locative meaning. For city and country nouns only the locative meaning
of in is possible, since the directional case has to be expressed by the prepositionnachfor this class of NPs.
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In the second clause, the pronounwir is unambiguously nominative and the main verb is not a copula
(which would require two Nom arguments), so the nominative reading of the nounsCandanand
Ercettincan be eliminated.16

(21) wir +Pron+Pers+1P+Pl+Fem+Nom+PERSPRO
wir +Pron+Pers+1P+Pl+Masc+Nom+PERSPRO
wir +Pron+Pers+1P+Pl+Neut+Nom+PERSPRO

(22) Candan +Noun+Vorname+Sg+Fem+Nom+NOUN
Candan +Noun+Vorname+Sg+Fem+Gen+NOUN
Candan +Noun+Vorname+Sg+Fem+Dat+NOUN
Candan +Noun+Vorname+Sg+Fem+Akk+NOUN

Ercettin +Noun+Famname+Sg+Fem+Nom+NOUN
Ercettin +Noun+Famname+Sg+Fem+Gen+NOUN
Ercettin +Noun+Famname+Sg+Fem+Dat+NOUN
Ercettin +Noun+Famname+Sg+Fem+Akk+NOUN
Ercettin +Noun+Famname+Sg+Masc+Nom+NOUN
Ercettin +Noun+Famname+Sg+Masc+Gen+NOUN
Ercettin +Noun+Famname+Sg+Masc+Dat+NOUN
Ercettin +Noun+Famname+Sg+Masc+Akk+NOUN

4. The NP is an argument of a copula verb

(23) Das
the

Altenheim
retirement home

sei
be

ein
an

Prestigeobjekt
object of prestige

von
of

ihr
hers

und
and

anderen.
others

‘The retirement home is claimed to be an object of prestige of hers and others.’

A copula verb requires two nominative arguments.Ihr is disambiguated by a preceding preposition
and, in its turn, allows to apply the coordination heuristic to the indefinite adjectiveanderen. Thus,
Das Altenheimandein Prestigeobjektare the two arguments of the copula verbsei and receive the
feature nominative, which reduces the output of DRRs to one reading.

The original set of analyses is shown in (24)–(25), the output of DRRs – in (26)–(27), and the sets of
analyses for the two NPs after application of the heuristic – in (28)–(29).

(24) Das +Det+Art+Sg+Neut+Akk+St+ART
Das +Det+Art+Sg+Neut+Nom+St+ART

Altenheim +Noun+Common+Sg+Neut+Dat+NOUN
Altenheim +Noun+Common+Sg+Neut+Akk+NOUN
Altenheim +Noun+Common+Sg+Neut+Nom+NOUN

16This heuristic may over-apply in some cases, for example if a nominative pronoun is followed by an appositive NP with
the same case, as inwir müde Krieger(’we tired warriors’).
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(25) ein +Det+Art+Sg+Masc+Nom+Wk+ART
ein +Det+Art+Sg+Neut+Akk+Wk+ART
ein +Det+Art+Sg+Neut+Nom+Wk+ART

Prestigeobjekt +Noun+Common+Sg+Neut+Dat+NOUN
Prestigeobjekt +Noun+Common+Sg+Neut+Akk+NOUN
Prestigeobjekt +Noun+Common+Sg+Neut+Nom+NOUN

(26) Das +Det+Art+Sg+Neut+Akk+St+ART
Das +Det+Art+Sg+Neut+Nom+St+ART

Altenheim +Noun+Common+Sg+Neut+Akk+NOUN
Altenheim +Noun+Common+Sg+Neut+Nom+NOUN

(27) ein +Det+Art+Sg+Neut+Akk+Wk+ART
ein +Det+Art+Sg+Neut+Nom+Wk+ART

Prestigeobjekt +Noun+Common+Sg+Neut+Akk+NOUN
Prestigeobjekt +Noun+Common+Sg+Neut+Nom+NOUN

(28) Das +Det+Art+Sg+Neut+Nom+St+ART

Altenheim +Noun+Common+Sg+Neut+Nom+NOUN

(29) ein +Det+Art+Sg+Neut+Nom+Wk+ART

Prestigeobjekt +Noun+Common+Sg+Neut+Nom+NOUN

5. A nominative reading does not agree with a finite verb in number

(30) Staatsanwaltschaft
The prosecutor’s office

muss
must

AWO-Konten
AWO accounts

prüfen.
verify

‘The prosecutor’s office must verify the AWO accounts.’

Both StaatsanwaltschaftandAWO-Kontenhave a nominative reading:

(31) Staatsanwaltschaft +Noun+Common+Sg+Fem+Nom+NOUN
Staatsanwaltschaft +Noun+Common+Sg+Fem+Gen+NOUN
Staatsanwaltschaft +Noun+Common+Sg+Fem+Dat+NOUN
Staatsanwaltschaft +Noun+Common+Sg+Fem+Akk+NOUN

(32) AWO-Konten +Noun+Common+Pl+Neut+Nom+NOUN
AWO-Konten +Noun+Common+Pl+Neut+Gen+NOUN
AWO-Konten +Noun+Common+Pl+Neut+Dat+NOUN
AWO-Konten +Noun+Common+Pl+Neut+Akk+NOUN

The finite verb, though, is unambiguously singular:

(33) muss +Verb+Indc+1P+Sg+Pres+VMFIN
muss +Verb+Indc+3P+Sg+Pres+VMFIN
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There is no coordination in the sentence. Nor isAWO-Kontena part of a comparative construction,
which would enable it to keep the nominative reading even though it does not agree with the finite
verb in number. So the nominative reading should be eliminated. Once this heuristic has applied,
the heuristic discussed first (namely, the heuristic for the only candidate for subject) may become
applicable and may lead to further disambiguation – the only noun that has a nominative reading is
Staatsanwaltschaft. Therefore the other readings can be eliminated.

6. The NP is preceded neither by a preposition nor by another NP

(34) In
in

einer
an

anonymen
anonymous

Anzeige
complaint

werden
were

der
the���

Bremer
Bremen���

Staatsanwaltschaft
prosecutor’s office���

Details
details

über
about

dubiose
dubious

finanzielle
financial

Transaktionen
transactions

mitgeteilt.
disclosed

‘In an anonymous complaint, the city of Bremen’s prosecutor’s office was given details about
dubious financial transactions.’

In German, genitive is mostly used as the case of nominal modifiers and complements of prepositions.
But, with a few exceptions, genitive case does not mark verb complements. This fact provides a
reason for deleting a genitive reading of a noun that is neither a postmodifier of an NP nor preceded
by a preposition, which is the case in the above sentence. The original set of readings (35) will be
reduced by DRRs to two analyses shown in (36). The heuristic will disambiguate the phrase comletely
by eliminating genitive readings.

(35) der +Det+Art+Pl+Fem+Gen+St+ART
der +Det+Art+Pl+Masc+Gen+St+ART
der +Det+Art+Pl+Neut+Gen+St+ART
der +Det+Art+Sg+Masc+Nom+St+ART
der +Det+Art+Sg+Fem+Dat+St+ART
der +Det+Art+Sg+Fem+Gen+St+ART

Bremer +Adj+Invar+Attr+ADJA

Staatsanwaltschaft +Noun+Common+Sg+Fem+Nom+NOUN
Staatsanwaltschaft +Noun+Common+Sg+Fem+Gen+NOUN
Staatsanwaltschaft +Noun+Common+Sg+Fem+Dat+NOUN
Staatsanwaltschaft +Noun+Common+Sg+Fem+Akk+NOUN

(36) der +Det+Art+Sg+Fem+Dat+St+ART
der +Det+Art+Sg+Fem+Gen+St+ART

Bremer +Adj+Invar+Attr+ADJA

Staatsanwaltschaft +Noun+Common+Sg+Fem+Gen+NOUN
Staatsanwaltschaft +Noun+Common+Sg+Fem+Dat+NOUN

The rule will cause errors in the case of a small class of verbs that require genitive complements, like
gedenken(commemorate). Note, however, that the heuristic can be modified in such a way, that it
does not apply to nouns if such a verb is present in a clause. In the test corpus on which the grammar
was evaluated the rule did not make any errors.
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7. The NP is a non-initial NP in a Vorfeld position in V2 clause

(37) Die
the

Wahrheitsseite
truth page

dieser
this���

Zeitung
newspaper���

scheint
seems

das
the

letzte
last

Refugium
refuge

der
the���

Pazifisten
pacifists���

zu
to

sein.
be

‘The “truth page” of this newspaper seems to be the last refuge of the pacifists.’

The Vorfeld is the first constituent in a verb-second clause. This position can be occupied by only one
element or phrase. Thus, if it contains more than one phrase, all but the first phrase are modifiers of
the preceding elements. Since in German a postmodifying NP with no preceding preposition has to be
genitive, readings with all other case values can be eliminated.

The original analyses of the NPdieser Zeitungare as in (38).

(38) dieser +Det+Dem+Sg+Fem+Dat+St+DEMDET
dieser +Det+Dem+Sg+Fem+Gen+St+DEMDET
dieser +Det+Dem+Sg+Masc+Nom+St+DEMDET
dieser +Det+Dem+Pl+Fem+Gen+St+DEMDET
dieser +Det+Dem+Pl+Masc+Gen+St+DEMDET
dieser +Det+Dem+Pl+Neut+Gen+St+DEMDET

Zeitung +Noun+Common+Sg+Fem+Nom+NOUN
Zeitung +Noun+Common+Sg+Fem+Gen+NOUN
Zeitung +Noun+Common+Sg+Fem+Dat+NOUN
Zeitung +Noun+Common+Sg+Fem+Akk+NOUN

After application of DRRs only two readings will be left:

(39) dieser +Det+Dem+Sg+Fem+Dat+St+DEMDET
dieser +Det+Dem+Sg+Fem+Gen+St+DEMDET

Zeitung +Noun+Common+Sg+Fem+Gen+NOUN
Zeitung +Noun+Common+Sg+Fem+Dat+NOUN

The heuristc will further eliminate dative readings, providing an unambiguous output.

8. The NP is a complement of a zu-infinitive

(40) Klarer
clear

Regelverstoß
rule violation

und
and

Grund
reason

genug,
enough,

die
the

ehemalige
former

Siegerin
winner

zu
to

disqualifizieren.
disqualify

‘A clear rule violation and sufficient grounds for disqualifying the former winner.’

A zu-infinitive is a non-finite clause, so that the nominative reading can be eliminated. The set of
original analyses for the NP, as shown in (41), will decrease to two analyses (42) after application of
DRRs. The heuristic for zu-infinitive then helps to disambiguate the phrase completely.
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(41) die +Det+Art+Pl+Fem+Akk+St+ART
die +Det+Art+Pl+Masc+Akk+St+ART
die +Det+Art+Pl+Neut+Akk+St+ART
die +Det+Art+Pl+Fem+Nom+St+ART
die +Det+Art+Pl+Masc+Nom+St+ART
die +Det+Art+Pl+Neut+Nom+St+ART
die +Det+Art+Sg+Fem+Akk+St+ART
die +Det+Art+Sg+Fem+Nom+St+ART

ehemalige +Adj+Pos+Pl+Fem+Akk+St+ADJA
ehemalige +Adj+Pos+Pl+Masc+Akk+St+ADJA
ehemalige +Adj+Pos+Pl+Neut+Akk+St+ADJA
ehemalige +Adj+Pos+Pl+Fem+Nom+St+ADJA
ehemalige +Adj+Pos+Pl+Masc+Nom+St+ADJA
ehemalige +Adj+Pos+Pl+Neut+Nom+St+ADJA
ehemalige +Adj+Pos+Sg+Fem+Nom+Wk+ADJA
ehemalige +Adj+Pos+Sg+Masc+Nom+Wk+ADJA
ehemalige +Adj+Pos+Sg+Neut+Nom+Wk+ADJA

ehemalige +Adj+Pos+Sg+Fem+Akk+St+ADJA
ehemalige +Adj+Pos+Sg+Fem+Akk+Wk+ADJA
ehemalige +Adj+Pos+Sg+Fem+Nom+St+ADJA
ehemalige +Adj+Pos+Sg+Neut+Akk+Wk+ADJA

Siegerin +Noun+Common+Sg+Fem+Nom+NOUN
Siegerin +Noun+Common+Sg+Fem+Gen+NOUN
Siegerin +Noun+Common+Sg+Fem+Dat+NOUN
Siegerin +Noun+Common+Sg+Fem+Akk+NOUN

(42) die +Det+Art+Sg+Fem+Akk+St+ART
die +Det+Art+Sg+Fem+Nom+St+ART

ehemalige +Adj+Pos+Sg+Fem+Nom+Wk+ADJA
ehemalige +Adj+Pos+Sg+Fem+Akk+Wk+ADJA

Siegerin +Noun+Common+Sg+Fem+Nom+NOUN
Siegerin +Noun+Common+Sg+Fem+Akk+NOUN
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